Sharing Learning with our Community

Students in the Year 6/7 have been very busy over the last couple of months. Under the transdisciplinary theme of “How we organise ourselves” students have looked at how consumers play a vital role in the success of a business. The Year 7 students showcased their thoughts through Exhibition with the Year 6 students designing a business plan for a product they invented. The students had opportunities to share this learning through the Exhibition night, allocated time for students across all year levels to visit and chat to them and again on Grandfriends day.

Maths was incorporated with students gathering data, presenting data in a variety of ways and then drawing conclusions from the data gathered. Christian studies learning was also shown throughout students learning where they applied decision making processes to ethical issues and explained how and why people hold different ethical positions.

The year 6/7 students also presented to the community a wonderful Remembrance Day service that was very informative.

Blessings, Mrs Hooker